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OS



	

Windows 18,520



	

Linux 14,948



	

Mac 10,057



	More...
	

BSD 10,039



	

ChromeOS 6,224



	

Desktop Operating Systems 1,036



	

Mobile Operating Systems 724



	

Server Operating Systems 349



	

Game Consoles 223



	

Embedded Operating Systems 182











Category



	

Games 23,690

	

Board Games 2,416



	

Card Games 695



	

Console Games 619



	

First Person Shooters 1,363



	

Flight Simulator 170



	

Game Controller 26



	

Game Development Frameworks 759



	

Game Engines 467



	More...
	

Game Mods 762



	

Game Servers 210



	

Hobbies 539



	

Karaoke 78



	

MMORPG 555



	

Multi-User Dungeons (MUD) 1,218



	

Multiplayer 806



	

Puzzle Games 1,705



	

Real Time Strategy 1,173



	

Real Time Tactical 81



	

Role-Playing Games (RPG) 3,392



	

Sandbox Games 37



	

Side-Scrolling 1,797



	

Simulation Games 2,272



	

Sports Games 291



	

Tournament Management 140



	

Turn Based Strategy 1,523



	

Typing Games 13






	

Multimedia 1,497



	

Software Development 1,367



	

Internet 822



	

Education 711



	

System 702



	

Scientific/Engineering 658



	

Communications 636



	

Artificial Intelligence 464



	

Business 324



	

Desktop Environment 212



	

Database 207



	

Formats and Protocols 157



	

Mobile 88



	

Terminals 80



	

Text Editors 79



	

Security 48



	

Social sciences 32



	

Religion and Philosophy 23



	

Productivity 12



	

Printing 10



	

Blockchain 3











License



	

OSI-Approved Open Source 18,830



	

Public Domain 859



	

Creative Commons Attribution License 664



	

Other License 589



	More...
	

GNU Free Documentation License 9
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Translations



	

English 10,982



	

German 1,660



	

French 1,232



	

Spanish 892



	More...
	

Russian 547



	

Italian 454



	

Brazilian Portuguese 299



	

Polish 298



	

Chinese (Simplified) 271



	

Dutch 218



	

Portuguese 204



	

Czech 150



	

Swedish 132



	

Hungarian 124



	

Japanese 109



	

Turkish 102



	

Chinese (Traditional) 100



	

Catalan 94



	

Finnish 64



	

Slovak 56



	

Romanian 55



	

Arabic 51



	

Greek 50



	

Ukrainian 50



	

Danish 49



	

Norwegian 39



	

Korean 38



	

Bulgarian 31



	

Esperanto 30



	

Indonesian 28



	

Serbian 28



	

Vietnamese 28



	

Galician 27



	

Hebrew 25



	

Slovene 25



	

Croatian 24



	

Lithuanian 20



	

Persian 17



	

Thai 16



	

Afrikaans 15



	

Basque (Euskara) 15



	

Hindi 15



	

Estonian 14



	

Belarusian 13



	

Latvian 12



	

Latin 10



	

Icelandic 8



	

Bosnian 7



	

Irish Gaelic 7



	

Malay 7



	

Tamil 7



	

Albanian 6



	

Macedonian 6



	

Urdu 6



	

Bengali 4



	

Georgian 3



	

Mongolian 3



	

Swahili 3



	

Telugu 3



	

Breton 2



	

Malagasy 2



	

Maltese 2



	

Marathi 2



	

Panjabi 2



	

Scottish Gaelic 2



	

Akan 1



	

Aragonese 1



	

Armenian 1



	

Assamese 1



	

Azerbaijani 1



	

Bambara 1



	

Central Khmer 1



	

Faroese 1



	

Gujarati 1



	

Inuktitut 1



	

Kannada 1



	

Kashmiri 1



	

Kazakh 1



	

Kinyarwanda 1



	

Kurdish 1



	

Luxembourgish 1



	

Malayalam 1



	

Nepali 1



	

North Ndebele 1



	

Norwegian Bokmål 1



	

Norwegian Nynorsk 1



	

Occitan 1



	

Sanskrit 1



	

Sindhi 1



	

Sinhala 1



	

Sundanese 1



	

Tagalog 1



	

Tibetan 1



	

Twi 1



	

Venda 1



	

Walloon 1



	

Welsh 1



	

Wolof 1



	

Xhosa 1



	

Zulu 1











Programming Language



	

C++ 7,590



	

Java 5,024



	

C 3,063



	

C# 2,034



	More...
	

Python 1,818



	

PHP 1,454



	

JavaScript 897



	

Lua 571



	

Visual Basic 482



	

Delphi/Kylix 442



	

Perl 416



	

Visual Basic .NET 345



	

Assembly 287



	

ActionScript 188



	

BASIC 183



	

Ruby 171



	

Objective C 144



	

PL/SQL 132



	

Pascal 123



	

Unix Shell 118



	

Tcl 101



	

Object Pascal 90



	

Free Pascal 65



	

GLSL (OpenGL Shading Language) 64



	

Lazarus 57



	

XSL (XSLT/XPath/XSL-FO) 52



	

JSP 51



	

ASP.NET 50



	

Ada 36



	

AutoIt 31



	

Scheme 31



	

Groovy 28



	

OCaml (Objective Caml) 27



	

ASP 26



	

Lisp 25



	

D 23



	

Objective-C 2.0 23



	

Flex 21



	

Haskell 21



	

Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) 20



	

Go 18



	

Kotlin 18



	

Prolog 17



	

BlitzMax 15



	

Common Lisp 15



	

REALbasic 14



	

Scala 14



	

LPC 13



	

Forth 12



	

Rust 12



	

MATLAB 11



	

Cold Fusion 8



	

Eiffel 8



	

Fortran 8



	

Gambas 8



	

Smalltalk 8



	

TypeScript 8



	

VBScript 8



	

AppleScript 7



	

GameMaker 7



	

Pike 7



	

VHDL/Verilog 7



	

Erlang 6



	

Standard ML 6



	

XBasic 6



	

Yacc 6



	

ALGOL 68 5



	

REBOL 5



	

APL 4



	

Boo 4



	

haXe 4



	

Logo 4



	

AspectJ 3



	

Dart 3



	

IDL 3



	

PowerShell 3



	

Transcript/Revolution 3



	

Zope 3



	

AWK 2



	

Fenix 2



	

Modula 2



	

S/R 2



	

Simulink 2



	

Swift 2



	

COBOL 1



	

Curl 1



	

Euphoria 1



	

Julia 1



	

Kaya 1



	

LabVIEW 1



	

Oberon 1



	

OpenCL 1



	

Oz 1



	

Turing 1



	

Visual FoxPro 1











Status



	

Pre-Alpha 4,713



	

Beta 4,622



	

Production/Stable 4,512



	

Planning 4,390



	More...
	

Alpha 3,876



	

Inactive 860



	

Mature 543
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EBizCharge Payment Platform for Accounts Receivable
Getting paid has never been easier.









Don’t let unpaid invoices limit your business’s growth. EBizCharge plugs directly into the tools your business already uses to speed up payment collection.











Learn More
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Automated RMM Tools | RMM Software
Proactively monitor, manage, and support client networks with ConnectWise Automate









Out-of-the-box scripts. Around-the-clock monitoring. Unmatched automation capabilities. Start doing more with less and exceed service delivery expectations.











Learn More
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antimicro


Graphical program to map keyboard and mouse controls to a gamepad







antimicro is a graphical program used to map keyboard keys and mouse controls to a gamepad. It's useful for using a gamepad on PC games that do not have any form of built-in gamepad support. This program can also be used to control any desktop application with a gamepad. On Linux, this means that your system has to be running an X environment in order to run this program.
This program currently works with various Linux distributions, Windows (Vista and later), and FreeBSD, but with limited support for FreeBSD and Windows XP.
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Downloads:
5,840 This Week



Last Update:
2022-12-02
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NBTExplorer


A graphical NBT editor for all Minecraft NBT data sources







NBTExplorer is an open source graphical NBT (Named Binary Tag) data editor for Minecraft. It supports reading and writing in a number of formats including Standard NBT files (e.g. level.dat), Schematic files, Uncompressed NBT files (e.g. idcounts.dat), Minecraft region files and more.
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1,060 This Week



Last Update:
2023-10-11
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DOSBox


An Open Source DOS emulator to run old DOS games







DOSBox emulates a full x86 pc with sound and DOS. Its main use is to run old DOS games on platforms which don't have DOS (Windows 7, 8, 8.1 and 10 / Linux / FreeBSD / Mac OS X)
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Tux Paint


An award-winning drawing program for children of all ages







Tux Paint is a free, award-winning drawing program originally created for children ages 3 to 12, but enjoyed by all! It combines an easy-to-use interface, fun sound effects, and an encouraging cartoon mascot who guides children as they use the program.
You're presented with a blank canvas and a variety of drawing tools to help them be creative. Along with paintbrush, shapes and text, Tux Paint includes a "stamp" feature to add pre-drawn or photographic imagery to pictures, and a set of "magic tools" that provide filter effects (like blur, tint and waves) and interesting drawing tools (like train tracks, bubbles and grass).
Tux Paint includes a collection of "starter" images, both coloring-book style and photo-realistic, and a large collections of stamps are available as a separate download. Additional content can be added by parents & teachers, or downloaded from 3rd parties.
Tux Paint is available for Windows, macOS, Android, Linux, & Haiku operating systems, among others.
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Downloads:
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Last Update:
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Let your volunteer coordinators do their best work.
For non-profit organizations requiring a software solution to keep track of volunteers









Stop messing with tools that aren’t designed to amplify volunteer programs. With VolunteerMatters, it’s a delight to manage everything in one place.











Learn More
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TGM Gaming Macro


Lets you have a macro mouse n keyboard functionally with ordinary one.







Official TGM Gaming Macro website: https://trksyln.net/projects/TGM-Gaming-Macro-(TGMacro)-4
TGM is a gaming macro that lets you have a macro mouse and keyboard functionally with ordinary one.
You can create or record multiple macros and assign them to any key combinations to trigger and loop them when you need how you need.
TGM is made for gamers but it's capable of so much more. So you can use it for daily tasks as well.
For any question, bug report or feature request feel free to visit forum tab.
Note: To simulate arrow keys you might need to turn off NumLock.
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Last Update:
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Citra


A Nintendo 3DS Emulator







Citra is an experimental open-source Nintendo 3DS emulator/debugger written in C++. It is written with portability in mind, with builds actively maintained for Windows, Linux and macOS. Citra emulates a subset of 3DS hardware and therefore is useful for running/debugging homebrew applications, and it is also able to run many commercial games! Some of these do not run at a playable state, but we are working every day to advance the project forward. (Playable here means compatibility of at least "Okay" on our game compatibility list.) Citra is licensed under the GPLv2 (or any later version). Refer to the license.txt file included. Please read the FAQ before getting started with the project. If you want to contribute please take a look at the Contributor's Guide and Developer Information. You should also contact any of the developers in the forum in order to know about the current state of the emulator because the TODO list isn't maintained anymore.







Downloads:
538 This Week



Last Update:
2023-12-22
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Steamless


DRM remover of the SteamStub variants







Steamless is a DRM remover of the SteamStub variants. The goal of Steamless is to make a single solution for unpacking all Steam DRM-packed files. Steamless aims to support as many games as possible. Steamless aims to be a single solution for unpacking all variants of the SteamStub DRM, ranging from the very first version to the most recently released. Steamless will remove the SteamStub DRM protection layer that is applied via the DRM tool from the Steamworks SDK. Steamless will never remove the Steamworks API integration. (via steam_api.dll/steam_api64.dll) Steamless will never include or distribute any emulator for the Steamworks API integration. Steamless will never handle Valve's CEG (Custom Executable Generation) DRM that is used on some older games. Steamless will never promote, encourage, or assist with piracy. Steamless will never assist with bypassing anti-cheats or other protections in place by games.







Downloads:
505 This Week



Last Update:
2023-03-08
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tModLoader


A mod to make and play Terraria mods. Supports Terraria 1.4







tModLoader (TML) is an open-source, community-driven, modification and expansion of the Terraria game that makes it possible to make and play mods. TML expands your Terraria adventures with new content to explore created by the Terraria community! TML allows players to create and play Terraria mods and is designed in such a way so that you can play alone or together with friends, with one mod or with multiple mods, choose to play however you like! It is however required that all your friends also install TML if you want to play together; vanilla users can't play with TML users. First and foremost, TML is largely a community endeavor, built by the community; used by the community. Without all the contributions people in the community have made over the years, TML would not be in the state it is in. TML is a free-to-use modification of the game and will stay that way.
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Last Update:
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Borderless Gaming


A simple tool for turning windowed video games into fullscreen apps







Play your favorite games fullscreen and borderless with Borderless Gaming. It's a simple tool that allows you to turn windowed video games into "fullscreen" applications without all of the negative side effects and time-consuming alt-tabs.
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Last Update:
2023-10-11
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Locstatt Safety Management System
For companies searching for a powerful HSSE management software









Locstatt is an affordable, totally integrated Health, Safety, Security, and Environmental (HSSE) management software system. We gather and compress on-site data encompassing your entire Safety Management System, and deliver it to one simple dashboard.











Learn More
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opentrack


Head tracking app for games and flight simulation software







opentrack is an application that can track users' head movements and relay this information to games and flight simulation software. It allows for output shaping, filtering, and the codebase builds on Windows, OSX and GNU/Linux.
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359 This Week



Last Update:
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libsdl-android


SDL library for Android, including several games.







Port of SDL library to Android mobile platform.
There are also several games inside the repository, along with their sources and build files.
Both SDL 1.2 and 1.3/2.0 versions are supported (1.3/2.0 support is experimental)
Sources are at https://github.com/pelya/commandergenius
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Last Update:
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Cheat Engine


A development environment focused on modding







Cheat Engine is an open source development environment that’s focused on modding, or modifying single player games running under window so you can play them according to your personal preferences. You can make games harder or easier as you wish, through various mod options. It also comes with many other features to help debug games and other applications, and protect your system by letting you inspect memory modifications by backdoors.
Cheat Engine also comes with extensive scripting support, so experienced developers can create and share their own applications with ease.































3 Reviews




Downloads:
337 This Week



Last Update:
2023-09-07
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DS4Windows


DS4Windows allows you to use a DualShock 4 Controller on your PC







DS4Window is an open-source program that will allow someone to get the experience of using a Playstation 4 DualShock Controller on a PC by emulating a Xbox 360 Controller.































5 Reviews




Downloads:
316 This Week



Last Update:
2023-12-31


See Project
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ModAssistant


Simple Beat Saber Mod Installer







ModAssistant is a simple PC mod installer for Beat Saber, using mods from BeatMods. Beat Saber is the popular VR rhythm game where players must slash the beats as they fly towards them to the beat of lively music. ModAssistant comes with a number of great features like dependency resolution, mod uninstallation, and a complex theming engine. It features light, dark, BSMG and light pink themes, and can even have your own custom theme! Have more fun playing Beat Saber by customizing your experience with ModAssistant!







Downloads:
266 This Week



Last Update:
2024-03-11
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XMLTV


XMLTV obtains and processes TV listings data







XMLTV is a set of programs to process TV (tvguide) listings and help manage your TV viewing, storing listings in an XML-based format.
There are utilities to download TV listings for many countries, filter programs and Perl libraries to process listings.
Our code is now available on Github at https://github.com/XMLTV/xmltv and new issues should be reported at https://github.com/XMLTV/xmltv/issues
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Last Update:
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Amidst


Advanced Minecraft Interface and Data/Structure Tracking







Amidst or Advanced Minecraft Interface and Data/Structure Tracking is a tool to display an overview of a Minecraft world, without actually creating it. It can render an overview of a world from a given seed and Minecraft version, save an image of the map, display biome information and numerous other structures, and more.
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Downloads:
254 This Week



Last Update:
2021-11-09
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Clicker


Advanced Minecraft auto-clicker made in C++







Minecraft auto-clicker made in modern C++, performance-optimized and easy to use. Tested on Forge, Vanilla, Lunar and Badlion. 1.8.9 and 1.7.10. For advanced users, search for a binary that downloads a file and keeps that file pretty hidden on the filesystem.







Downloads:
210 This Week



Last Update:
2022-03-23
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vJoy






This project was originally designed to provide an open-source replacement for PPJoy. The product, at this point, consists of virtual joystick devices that is seen by the system as a standard joystick but its position-data is written to it by a feeder application. An existing feeder application that takes advantage of this product is SmartPropoPlus. If you are an application writer you can very easily write an application that controls a joystick (e.g. mouse-to-joystick, keyboard-to-joystick). If you are a beginner in device drivers you can take this code and enhance it to support more (or less) axes, buttons or POVs.
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Downloads:
7,327 This Week



Last Update:
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FlightGear - Flight Simulator


FlightGear Flight Simulator: free open-source multiplatform flight sim







Founded in 1997, FlightGear is developed by a worldwide group of volunteers, brought together by a shared ambition to create the most realistic flight simulator possible that is free to use, modify and distribute. FlightGear is used all over the world by desktop flight simulator enthusiasts, for research in universities and for interactive exhibits in museums.
FlightGear features more than 400 aircraft, a worldwide scenery database, a multi-player environment, detailed sky modelling, a flexible and open aircraft modelling system, varied networking options, multiple display support, a powerful scripting language and an open architecture. Best of all, being open-source, the simulator is owned by the community and everyone is encouraged to contribute.
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FetLife for Android


The FetLife App on Android







This is the FetLife open source application made for Android. FetLife is the app for Kinksters who want to chat with fellow Kinksters, find out where the nearest FetLife events are happening, view other members’ profiles, and many other kinky things. With FetLife on Android, it’s easier than ever to access all the things you love about FetLife. Get notified on your Android phone so you stay on top of conversations and discussions, and discover the latest events on the app’s map. Want to be discreet? No problem, as the FetLife app comes with discreet mode so you can use the app freely without worries.







Downloads:
176 This Week



Last Update:
2020-11-12
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XOutput


DirectInput to XInput wrapper







If you have an older or not supported game controller (gamepad, wheel, joystick, etc.), but XBox 360 controllers are supported you can use this software and enjoy gaming with your controller.
XOutput is a software that can convert DirectInput into XInput. DirectInput data is read and sent to a virtual XInput (Xbox 360 Controller) device. XInput is the new standard game controller input on windows, and DirectInput can no longer be used with Universal Windows Platform software, but with this tool you can use DirectInput devices as well.
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Roblox FPS Unlocker


FPS Unlocker for Roblox







FPS Unlocker for Roblox. Download the latest release, extract rbxfpsunlocker-x64.zip into a folder, run the exe before or after starting Roblox, and enjoy the beautiful frames available. All detections are false positives. Internally, RFU "tampers" with running Roblox processes in order to uncap framerate and can appear as suspicious to an anti-virus. For reasons unbeknownst to me, 32-bit builds of RFU garner many more false positive detections than 64-bit builds and are no longer included in new releases. If you don't trust me, feel free to download the repository, review the source code, and compile the project yourself with Visual Studio 2019. Otherwise, add an exception to your anti-virus for rbxfpsunlocker.exe (or the folder it is in).







Downloads:
161 This Week



Last Update:
2023-11-10
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Osu!


Open-source rhythm game







Osu! is a simple rhythm game with a well thought out learning curve for players of all skill levels.
One of the great aspects of Osu! is that it is community-driven, with every single map created by another player with a variety of artists. Every map is a new experience
This is the development client of the future osu!lazer project. Give it a try!
Currently beatmaps on osu!lazer need to be dragged and dropped from beatmap listings here.
Note: An account is required.
https://osu.ppy.sh/beatmapsets
See the installation video for more details.
You can also download the stable Osu! client on the official osu! website
If you like this game consider supporting the developers.
https://osu.ppy.sh/home/support
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Blooket Hack


The original Blooket hack







All of the hacks are sorted into the gamemode they can be used in. If you are a programmer and want to make your own codes for blooket make sure to check out the blooket library! The original Blooket hack v4.2.1 The Blooket Hack The Blooket Hack provided by shenke.







Downloads:
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Nestopia






A portable and cycle-accurate NES/Famicom emulator written in C++
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Open Source Games Guide

Open source games are a type of software project where the code and content is publicly available, allowing anyone to freely access, modify, and redistribute those resources. This creates an open platform for developers to collaborate on game projects without relying on expensive licenses or restricted access. These licenses often come with credits or royalties that would have to be paid if the same technology was used in a commercial setting. Open source games are developed collaboratively, making it possible for anybody to contribute by adding their own ideas or suggesting improvements on existing features. These contributions can range from simple bug fixes to completely new gameplay mechanics or even entire levels or stories. The result is games that are built up over time by many different contributors which offer a greater diversity than what might be seen in most traditional commercial titles. Open source games today cover almost every genre imaginable: from shoot-em-ups and puzzle games to massively multiplayer role playing (MMORPG) titles and real-time strategy adventures. By giving creators total control over their work and not limiting them based on proprietary ownership rules, open source encourages innovation as well as creativity in all facets of game design from graphics coding down to narrative structures. It also has the added benefit of keeping players engaged; since code for these types of projects can always be modified, there’s no limit to how much replayability these fan-favorite titles can bring once they hit the market.

What Features Do Open Source Games Provide?

Open-source games provide a variety of features for users - these include:

	Cross-Platform Playability: Open source games support multiple operating systems, allowing players to enjoy the same game on any device and platform.
	Modular Codebase: Open source games allow developers to modify the codebase according to their needs, allowing them to create custom experiences that are tailored specifically to their preference.
	Easier Updating: Since open source games have more accessible codebases, they can be easier and quicker to update than other, more closed off titles.
Community Contributions: Through collaboration with the user community, developers have access to a larger pool of knowledge and resources, enabling them to create bigger and better experiences.
	Availability of Source Code: All of the source code for an open source game is available for modification or use by anyone who wishes to do so, offering unparalleled levels of flexibility when it comes to expanding or altering an existing title.
	Support from Developers and Players: Open source software is typically supported by both developers and players alike - this ensures that help is always available if needed.


Types of Open Source Games

	Arcade-Style: These are classic video games that have been popular in the past and involve simple controls, fast response times, and timed action. Examples include Space Invaders and Pac-Man.
	Adventure Games: Adventure games involve exploring an unknown area, solving puzzles, and making decisions that affect the course of the game. Popular adventure game franchises include The Legend of Zelda and King's Quest.
	Role-Playing Games (RPGs): RPGs involve taking on the role of a character or group of characters in a fantasy world or in a story-driven environment. Players typically choose from a variety of combat styles, utilize inventory management skills, upgrade their character’s abilities as they progress through levels, and interact with other players in order to survive conflicts with monsters or other players.
	Simulation Games: Simulation games model real-world processes such as business management, engineering design practices, government politics, social dynamics (such as marriage and divorce), and even war strategies. Popular simulation titles include SimCity and Rollercoaster Tycoon.
	Sports Games: Video game versions of traditional sports activities such as football (soccer), baseball & basketball are popular options among open source fans too. Notable examples include Track & Field II/Hyper Athlete by Konami as well as Fifa Football 2004 by EA Sports.
	First Person Shooters (FPS): FPS games focus on armed combat involving individual players who fight against computer generated opponents or another live player from across the internet or local network connection. Notable examples here include Quake III Arena for PC systems or Halo for console gaming platforms like Xbox 360 & PlayStation 3 (PS3).


What Are the Advantages Provided by Open Source Games?

	Low Cost: One of the main benefits of open source game development is that it's much more cost effective than traditional game production. Because users are able to access and modify the code, they can tailor the game to their own needs and preferences without having to purchase expensive licenses or pay for custom programming. This makes open source gaming a great option for both indie developers and large companies looking to cut costs.
	Increased Flexibility: Open source software allows developers to create games with much more flexibility than traditionally coded ones. Developers can use existing open source libraries as a foundation, then customize them to their unique design requirements. This makes it easier for developers to rapidly prototype projects that would otherwise be difficult or impossible in a closed system environment.
	Accessibility: The open-source community provides access to millions of pieces of code written by experts all over the world, allowing anyone with basic coding knowledge the ability to change the game in any way they choose. Furthermore, because there are no licensing restrictions on access or modification, people from all over the world have free access and can utilize this code in any project or task they undertake.
	Collaboration & Community Support: An active online community supports many open-source projects, meaning that not only do developers have access to resources from other people but also can collaborate on large scale projects quickly. Moreover, since anyone can contribute towards an improved version of the software it results in increased creativity which helps build better products faster.
	Speed & Innovation: Open-source software often features superior speed and performance due to its modular architecture which enables quick modifications without affecting other parts of code unnecessarily. Additionally, since everyone has full access (under certain conditions) they are able to innovate faster by constantly pushing boundaries with new ideas while reusing existing proven processes within minutes instead of hours or even days if done traditionally.


What Types of Users Use Open Source Games?

	Casual players: Those who simply enjoy playing open source games for fun. They may have no prior programming knowledge and are just looking to have a good time.
	Power users: Those who are very knowledgeable about the game and its mechanics, usually spending a lot of time perfecting their skills and understanding of the rules.
	Developers: These are individuals who actively work on developing new features or modifying existing ones in order to improve the game experience for everyone. They may also create new levels or characters, or even entirely new game types.
	Mappers/Modders: Players who specialize in designing custom game maps and creating modifications of existing games in order to make them unique. This type of user is highly creative, often bringing entire worlds alive within the landscape they craft.
	Artists/Designers: These users focus on adding artistic elements to their open source games such as sprites, textures, backgrounds, animation sequences and other graphics that bring visual variety to gameplay experience.
	Professional players: For some more popular open source games there can be actual professional gamers that specialize in playing these titles in tournaments and events for money prizes. They not only need expert strategy but also lightning fast reflexes combined with mechanical understanding of the ins & outs of various moves within the given title.


How Much Do Open Source Games Cost?

Open source games are usually free to use, as they’re developed as a collaborative effort and released under an open source license. This means that you don’t have to pay any money upfront for the game or worry about licensing fees. Instead, you can simply modify, share, and even distribute the game in accordance with the open source license. That said, building a quality video game from scratch is no small feat—so if you choose to use an open source gaming engine or other development resources, then you might have to pay money for them depending on their respective licenses. Additionally, if you're looking for graphic assets or sounds to include in your game, then there may be associated costs there as well. All told, creating a full-fledged video game using only freely available open source components can be quite inexpensive; however depending on the size of your project and its scope of features it might end up costing more than expected.

What Software Can Integrate With Open Source Games?

Many types of software can integrate with open source games. For example, game development engines such as Unity and Unreal Engine are popular tools used to create open source games. Additionally, various audio and video editing software can be used to customize in-game sounds, music, and visuals. Content management systems like Joomla and WordPress can also help manage the online communities surrounding open source games. Finally, analytics programs such as Google Analytics provide insights on how players interact with the game. This information can help developers create a better user experience for their game.

Trends Related to Open Source Games

	Increased Popularity: Open source games are becoming increasingly popular due to their accessibility, affordability, and wide range of games available. This is due to the fact that anyone can access the game’s code and modify it according to their needs, making them very versatile.
	Wide Range of Genres: Open source games cover a wide range of genres, from first-person shooters to strategy games, adventure games, and more. This variety ensures that there is something for everyone.
	Enhanced Graphics: Open source games have become increasingly popular due to their improved graphics and sound quality. This makes them even more attractive to gamers who want a realistic gaming experience.
	Increased Technology: The rise in technology has made open source games even more appealing. This is because they are able to use the latest technologies, such as virtual reality, artificial intelligence, and so on.
	Community Support: The community support for open source games is also increasing. This is due to the fact that many developers are willing to share their work with others, allowing for collaboration and innovation in the development process.
	Cross Platform Compatibility: Open source games are becoming increasingly compatible with multiple platforms, such as Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, iOS, Android, etc., making them available to a wider audience.
	Accessibility: Open source games are becoming increasingly accessible due to their low cost and easy installation process. This makes them appealing to those who may not have the funds or technical expertise necessary for more complex gaming experiences.


How To Get Started With Open Source Games

Getting started with open source games isn't complicated but there are a few steps users can take to ensure they get the most out of the experience.

	First, users should decide which type of game they would like to play. Open source games range from first-person shooters to complex role-playing experiences and everything in between, so there is something for everyone. Once the user knows what game they want to play, it is time to start looking for an appropriate version. Popular open source projects will have multiple versions available, including options for different operating systems, so users should look around and make sure that they have found the version that works best with their system before downloading.
	After this step, it is time to download and install the game. This usually involves accessing an official website where users can access the files they need while reading instructions on how to correctly install them on their device. Depending on both their device and operating system requirements, some installations may need additional plug-ins or programs - such as Java or Adobe Flash Player - in order for them to work correctly. It’s important for players who encounter these kinds of problems not be afraid to do a bit of research online; curious gamers can often find solutions quickly by searching through forums related to their particular problem or reaching out directly via social media channels dedicated specifically towards solving open source issues.
	Once gamers have made it past installation hurdles are ready done installing the game, they can begin playing. As many open source games accommodate customisation (and depending on what type of user you are) one might want explore all settings available within each project; tweaking graphics settings or experimenting with certain mutators/variables within a given universe could enhance one's overall experience profoundly no matter which genre you prefer. And once players are comfortable with navigating a certain world — either through story lines or devised scenarios — then co–op multiplayer sessions may also be possible in order keep things fresh.
	All things considered, anyone jumping into this kind of scene doesn’t have much disadvantage beyond becoming accustomed to new mechanics as opposed others coming from more commercial titles; open source games come preloaded with ample documentation and easily accessible communities happy help any newcomers out at anytime…which makes now as good ever give them try.
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